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Abstract—This paper submits that the conventional paradigm of 
Track 1 and Track 2 laterals is insufficient for addressing the 
growing needs for sound international policies for cybersecurity.  
The rapidly growing gap between technology advances and policy 
deployment for cyberspace is evidence of the failure of this approach.  
Analysis of the nature of the problem suggests that a substantially 
more active role of the private sector is required to close this gap.  In 
particular, private sector organizations that are buffered from 
commercial interests are uniquely equipped to make a much-needed 
difference.  Statistics of international policy breakthroughs achieved 
by a neutral philanthropy are provided as evidence of the potential of 
new approaches.  The paper concludes in proposing a new, optimized 
architecture for lateral tracks, introducing Track κ, Track ε, Track 
φ for government, business and philanthropy, respectively. 

Index Terms— fresh tracks, cybersecurity, bilateral, international 
diplomacy, cyber policy, ASPR, , Track κ, track kappa, track ε, 
track epsilon, Track φ, phi, Philanthropies, Track 1, Track 2. 

I. INTRODUCTION:  SOUND CYBERSECURITY POLICY IS 
CRUCIAL YET ELUSIVE 

A. Good Policy Is Vital for Good Cyberspace 
 

Policy is just as important as technology in cyberspace.  In 
the digital realm, people, machines and organizations need to 
be able to anticipate the behavior of other entities – other 
people, machines and organizations.  Without this ability, there 
is uncertainty, entropy and insecurity.  In addition, effective 
policy is directly proportional to the value that cyberspace can 
generate for our lives, businesses and economies. Effective 
policy brings clarity, order, reliability and security.  Such 
policy is needed in multiple dimensions – e.g., technical, 
business, legal and even international.  Thus a more complete 
description of this essential ingredient of cyberspace is 
Agreements, Standards, Policy and Regulations (ASPR); 
however, ‘Policy’ is used in short (Fig. 1) [1].    

Fig. 1.  The Eight Ingredient (8i) Framework for ICT Infrastructure.1 

                                                             
1 Rauscher, Karl F., Proceedings of the 2001 IEEE CQR International 
Workshop, 2001.  

B. Technology Advances Outpace Policy Progress 
 

Technology reigns in cyberspace, its rate of advance far 
outpacing much needed progress in policy (Fig. 2).  Not only is 
the gap widening with time but also it is even greater at the 
international level. Thus the consequences of this gap are less 
safety, less stability and less security. Because of its intrinsic 
vulnerabilities, cyberspace is continuously in state of unstable 
equilibrium.  Material manifestations include unchecked crime, 
uncertain ‘rules of the road’ for cyber conflict and growing 
mistrust that can have far reaching effects on inter-state 
relations.2   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.  Policy Lag Relative to Technology Pace.3 

 
C.  Factors Challenging the Conventional Policy Development 
Approach  
 
     In addition to the pace of technology advances, there are 
other reasons why cyberspace is a special challenge for 
conventional approaches to international policy development. 
 
Private Sector Expertise and Ownership 

Most critical infrastructure is designed, developed, operated 
and owned by the private sector - up to 95% in some countries.  
It follows that the overwhelming amount of expertise likewise 

                                                             
2 “[China is] stealing our intellectual property, our patents, our designs, our 
technology, hacking into our computers, counterfeiting our goods. They 
have to understand, we want to trade with them, we want a world that's stable, 
we like free enterprise, but you got to play by the rules.” [emphasis added] 
U.S. presidential candidate Mitt Romney during October 23, 2012 debate with 
president Barak Obama. 
3 Rauscher, Karl Frederick, The Rise of the 8th Ingredient - the Imperative of 
Addressing the International Policy Gap in Cyberspace, Address to the FIRST 
Technical Colloquium, Beijing, September, 2010.  
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resides with the private sector, making it difficult for 
government policy makers to match their legitimate authority 
with the technical and business mastery essential for good, 
sustainable policy.   
 
Cyberspace – a New Frontier? 

Another issue is a clash between the way many netizens and 
most government officials see cyberspace.  Many netizens see 
cyberspace as a new frontier where traditional governmental 
controls are not needed.4 5  There is even an emerging political 
party, active in over 60 countries, that has new rules governing 
cyberspace as one of its distinguishing platform pillars.6   

On the other hand, many governments can see no other 
paradigm than one in which all realms are divided among them.  
A Russian ‘concept‘ paper on a “Convention on International 
Information Security” stipulates as a ground rule that: 
 

“... political authority in connection with 
governmental policy issues related to the Internet is 
a sovereign right of States, and that the 
governments of States have rights and 
responsibilities as regards governmental policy 
issues related to the Internet on an international 
level …” 7  

  
Governments from both the East and the West share this 

view.  When hosting the G-8, then French President Nicolas 
Sarkozy made this point in no uncertain terms: 

 
“The universe you represent is not a parallel 
universe. Nobody should forget that governments 
are the only legitimate representatives of the will of 
the people in our democracies. To forget this is to 
risk democratic chaos and anarchy.”  

 
The two contrasting views on the control of cyberspace can 

be represented mathematically as two distinct summations.  
Equation (1) represents the view that only governments 
ultimately have the controls over cyberspace, whereas Equation 
(2) includes influence from private sector entities.  
Theoretically, the relative balance between the two components 
of Equation (2) can swing to extremes with either component 
dominating the other.  It would be hard to argue that Equation 

                                                             
4 45% of respondents indicated that cyberspace is a truly new society that 
deserves its own new rules or a partly new society that deserves some of own 
new rules, Interactive polling results, EWI-IEEE First Worldwide 
Cybersecurity Summit, Dallas, 2010. 
5 50% of respondents indicated that cyberspace is an arena where a new 
society really does exist and different rules should apply or is realized in part 
and mostly different rules should apply, EWI Worldwide Security Conference 
7, Brussels, 2009.   
6 Pirate Parties are rallying around reform of copyright regulation as it affects 
digital media and patent law as it affects software, expansion of the right to 
anonymity in communication, Pirate Parties International, http://www.pp-
international.net/ . 
7 “Convention on International Information Security.” International Meeting 
of High-Ranking Officials Responsible for Security Matters, Ekaterinburg, 
September, 2011. 

(1) has ever been in place since the birth of the Internet, though 
at a national level it may be the case in a very few countries.8   
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Where: 

 GCC = global control of cyberspace  
N = total number of nation-states 
M = total number of private sector entities9 

 F(x) = the effective influence for x  
for all x that are nation-state governments 

G(x) = the effective influence for x  
for all x that are private sector entities 

NIi = the national interests of the ith sample 
PIh = the private interests of the hth sample 

  
 

Role in Economy and Society 
Another very important aspect is economic and social 

integration.  There is a tight correlation between e-commerce 
and other Internet-based enablement and the prosperity of 
nations.  The correlation can be seen as a percentage of Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP), growth rate of GDP, job creation, 
increased efficiency (i.e. competitiveness) and exports.10   Thus 
political leaders are wary of introducing policies that can limit 
their country’s economic growth.   

 
Still other factors that influence the development of policy in 

cyberspace are discussed below.  The factors above are 
provided to establish that (a) good policy is crucial to 
cyberspace, (b) the pace of technology is faster than the 
progress in developing good policies, and (c) the existing 
paradigm is overwhelmed by the challenges presented by 
rapidly developing functionality and power in cyberspace. 

The growing policy deficit in cyberspace is unacceptable.  
Civilization is rushing headlong into evermore dependence on 
electronic lifestyles, commerce and even warfare.  Without 
basic understandings of norms for privacy protections for data 
in motion across borders, a harmonized framework for 
international cooperation in fighting crime and rules of the road 
for conflict, we are each day exposed to new threats to security, 
safety and peace.   

 
                                                             

8 e.g., North Korea. 
9 Includes individuals, non-profit organizations and businesses. 
10 McKinsey Global Institute, “Internet Matters:  The Net’s Sweeping in 
Growth, Jobs and Prosperity,” 2011. 



II. THE CONVENTIONAL TRACK 1 - TRACK 2 PARADIGM  
Constructive dialogue is the necessary foundation for 

building international relations, developing policy and 
resolving conflict.  Traditionally, the universal, official 
channels for this dialogue are undertaken as the responsibilities 
of governments.  To carry out these responsibilities, 
governments are structured to include ministries or departments 
to manage foreign affairs and exchange ambassadors.  These 
official governmental interactions have been designated as 
“Track 1 Diplomacy.” 

Sometimes governments have difficulty in entering into, or 
continuing to invest in, Track 1 dialogue on certain difficult 
issues.  Dialogue can also stall or fail to move beyond an 
obstacle.  The reasons may be core issues such as deep-rooted 
ideological incongruence, more transparent conflicts of 
interests, or simply political constraints.  The reasons may also 
be more peripheral, such as ill-designed methodologies, 
resource limitations, or individuals lacking the experience, 
competence, creativity or other personal attributes necessary to 
overcome a specific challenge.   

To overcome stalled Track 1 efforts, especially when there 
are high stakes consequences, Non-Government Organizations 
(NGOs) or private individuals may take the initiative to seek 
other paths to break the logjam.  These efforts are referred to as 
‘Track 2 Diplomacy’.11  These efforts are often stimulated by a 
request from a government for help, but not always.  Track 2 
bilateral and multilateral activities do not directly involve 
official government representatives, though government 
stakeholders are almost certainly part of a debriefing process 
throughout.   

 
“Track two diplomacy is unofficial, non-structured 
interaction. It is always open minded, often altruistic, and . 
. . strategically optimistic, based on best case analysis. Its 
underlying assumption is that actual or potential conflict 
can be resolved or eased by appealing to common human 
capabilities to respond to good will and reasonableness. 
Scientific and cultural exchanges are examples of track 
two diplomacy.”12 
 
A hybrid of the two is referred to as ‘Track 1.5’ where some 

limited official government representation partakes in the 
process.   

Traditionally, a Track 2 lateral is considered successful 
when it (a) breaks through an obstacle, thereby restoring 
viability, (b) generates new momentum and (c) has its issue 
readdressed at the Track 1 level.  In other words, the Track 2 
effort is promoted to Track 1, as the nomenclature suggests.   

In light of the preceding and following analysis of the 
factors challenging the development of sound international 
cybersecurity policy, it is submitted here that private sector led 
efforts should no longer wear a label that implies their being 

                                                             
11 The words "Track Two Diplomacy" were coined by Joe Montville, a US 
foreign service officer, in a Foreign Policy article,  Winter 1981 – 1982.   He 
later published a US State Department book entitled, "Conflict Resolution: 
Track Two Diplomacy." Library of Congress Number 86-600-538. 
12 Montville, J. V., & Davidson, W. D. (1981). “Foreign Policy According to 
Freud.” Foreign Policy, Winter 1981-82, p. 155. 

‘second class’.  This is precisely because sometimes they are 
the preferred long-term track.  

 

TABLE I.  CURRENT DIPLOMACY TRACKING PARADIGM 

Track Parties Status 

1 government official 
1.5 government +  private unofficial 
2 private unofficial 

   

 
 
This paper steps out from the shadows of the traditional 

Track 2 ⇒ Track 1 paradigm and submits that the best 
approach for collectively managing the most critical policy 
issues for international cyberspace is a new re-tracking that 
optimizes interests, talents and resources from a more diverse 
field of organizations willing and able to help.  If implemented, 
this approach can have a dramatic improvement across the 
landscape of yet unresolved and future policy for the safety, 
stability and security of cyberspace.   

Unleashing private sector-led, unstructured problem solving 
has the potential to significantly close the technology-policy 
gap.  But what are the available mechanisms to achieve this? 

 

III. ANALYSIS OF ENTITY OPTIONS 
There are many organizations involved in the development 

and implementation of cybersecurity ASPR.  These 
organizations fall into several entity categories that include 
governments, joint government-industry initiatives, businesses, 
industry lobbying associations, standards development 
organizations (SDOs), academic institutions, think tanks and 
consumer advocacy organizations. 

There are several key factors that determine how effective 
types of entities can be in developing or implementing 
international cybersecurity ASPR.  Each entity type has its 
strengths and weaknesses relative to these factors.   

The first of these factors is the primary influence such as 
expertise, legitimate authority, or the ability to punish or 
reward.  Governments have legitimate authority but this should 
not be confused with expertise - certainly not the level that the 
private sector has when it comes to information and 
communications technology (ICT).  On one hand, government 
authority is essential for progress for certain types of policies.  
On the other hand, as the technology advances bear witness, the 
Internet can move forward with or without government 
blessings.  Discerning when the authoritative influence of 
governments is necessary is a key decision point.  It should not 
be the default approach.  Governments are limited by their lack 
of expertise and control over private sector assets; businesses 
are limited by their lack of political authority.  Non-profit 
entities have no authority but can have influence to the extent 
that their expertise is respected and their neutrality and interests 
trusted.   

A second factor is interest, which includes national stakes, 
commercial profit or competitive advantage.  Businesses have 



fiduciary obligations to maximize profit for their shareowners 
so they appropriately prioritize the financial benefits for their 
enterprise when acting.  Governments on the other hand are 
focused on protecting their national interests.  Both are often in 
positions where they are striving for competitive advantages 
relative to peers.  Both the commercial and national interests 
can be limiting factors in some situations, as when a level 
playing field or an international consensus are essential. The 
least limited entity is non-government, non-profit and non-
lobbying, or stated in positive terms, neutral, international, 
apolitical, philanthropic and buffered from commercial 
interests.   

A third factor is speed. Given the unstoppable pace of 
technology advances, keeping pace is not optional (Fig. 2).  
Unfortunately, there are far too many examples of Track 1 
efforts that are not keeping pace [2] [3] [4].  China and the 
U.S., two of the world’s biggest cyber super powers are 
evidence of this. 

 
“The challenge is to deepen the conversations and 

reduce mistrust through enhanced transparency and 
predictability. [China and the U.S.] must play a leading 
role in these conversations, but the tempo of official 
engagement on these issues has been so slow that they 
should probably not be allowed to set the pace. The 
diplomatic costs have been too high due to the slow pace 
of bilateral conversations.”13 
 
Most government agencies are required to work within 

well-defined bureaucracies and protocols.  These rules and 
structure substantially slow down the pace of policy 
development and implementation.  Historically this pace has 
been acceptable for most needs but in the age of the Internet 
this slowness is a glaring shortfall.  Thus governments are 
limited by their relative lack of speed.  The private sector, 
because of its freedom, is much less limited.  This is true for 
both businesses and other private sector entities.  

A fourth key factor is funding.  Governments have a clear 
strength here with a substantial tax base from which to operate 
and move forward.  Businesses can devote resources from their 
revenues to the extent that they find ASPR development to be 
an advantage, though relative to governments they have less 
certainty about their future financial positions.  Non-profit 
entities here can be very limited as there is no similar natural 
source to support their operation.  Depending on the structure 
of contributions and agreements, the funds they accept could 
compromise their status as a commercially neutral entity.   

There are other factors that are important to consider, but 
these are presented as sufficient to demonstrate both the 
distinct strengths and weaknesses of entity types.   

 
 

                                                             
13 Austin, Greg and Gady, Franz-Stefan, “Cyber Détente Between the United 
States and China – Shaping the Agenda,” EastWest Institute, 2012, p 5. 

IV. OPTIMIZED TRACKING  
Optimizing international policy development simply means 

making the best use of available resources and capabilities.  
The collection of resources includes those that are controlled 
by governments, businesses and then everyone else.  The 
capabilities span the development and implementation of 
international cybersecurity policy.  Capabilities are powers to 
get something done and are basically authority, knowledge, and 
other types of influence, such as inspiration.   

Table II provides a summary analysis of the different types 
of entities that contribute to international cybersecurity ASPR.   

Interrelationship digraphs are useful at this point in the 
analysis as they force recognition of the dominant relationship 
between critical factors (Figure 3).  In these digraphs, the 
relationships show two of the entities having their net negative 
influences impeding their net positive influences.  This is the 
fundamental reason for the lag in policy development and 
deployment.    

Governments’ primary influence in international 
cybersecurity policy is authority.  This is also their basis for 
stable revenue as they can command a tax from their 
population.  However their necessarily nationally focused 
interests are an immediate limitation in an international 
discussion as such interests are often competitive to peers.   

Businesses’ primary influence is their expertise of 
technology and ownership of infrastructure.  Their funding for 
policy activities is derived from the revenue from business 
operations.  As relative free agents in the market place, 
businesses are agile and can consistently move much faster 
than governments.  However their commercial interests and 
associated competitive mindset limit their influence.   

Philanthropies’ primary influence is good will.  Their 
interests being to promote common good makes them broadly –
even universally – supported.  Thus their driving interests 
contrast with those of governments and businesses, and they 
likewise do not have the limitations that come with competitive 
interests.  This core, differentiating factor is a significant 
enabler given the impedance faced by governments and 
businesses.  On the other hand, the weakness of philanthropies 
is the lack of a natural funding base as they depend on the 
generosity of individuals or patron organizations.   

In summary, the optimum entity for international 
cybersecurity policy can be government when authority-to-
authority engagement is required, or can be business when 
gaining commercial advantage is fair play in the discussions, or 
philanthropy when neutrality and good will are the most 
important aspects of interests.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TABLE II.  ANALYSIS OF ENTITIES  

Entity Type 

Primary 
Influence Interests Speed Funding** 

Government     

Government-
Industry 

Collaboration *    

Industry 
Associations *    

Individual 
Businesses     

Standards 
Development 
Organizations 

    

Academic 
Institutions     

Consumer 
Advocates     

Philanthropic 
Apolitical 

International 
Buffered 

*    
     

 
KEY: 

 = relative strength |  = relative weakness 
*variable, with the higher potential indicated 

**least critical factor 
 

V. DATA FOR PHILANTHROPIC POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND 
IMPLEMENTATON 

Extensive experimentation has been conducted in recent 
years on the effectiveness of the philanthropic initiatives for 
developing and deploying cybersecurity policy.  The initiatives 
spanned 5 continents and included hundreds of volunteer 
subject matter experts and stakeholders.  Figure 4 presents the 
data depicting the progress in developing innovative 
recommendations, implementing these recommendations and 
then seeing institutionalization of the same.  The status of 
policy development by government or industry for each of the 
issues addressed was either stalled or non-existent.14  However, 
the subject matter was of high consequence, thus the 
importance of policy development.  Examples of the 27 
recommendations shown include: 

                                                             
14 Thus the “Track κ” and “Track ε” initiatives show no progress in 
the graph.   

 Breakthroughs for setting up cooperation between China and 
the U.S. industries in fighting spam and botnets15 

 Championing a priority communications scheme that will 
enable the most important communications to get through 
network congestion during extreme events16 

 Applying principles for the protection of humanitarian interests 
in cyberspace17 

 Protecting the global digital economy through reliability 
enhancements of international critical infrastructure18  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.  Interrelationship Diagraphs for Entity Types. 

 
                                                             

15 Rauscher, Karl Frederick and Zhou, Yonglin, China-U.S. Cybersecurity 
Bilateral – “Fighting Spam to Build Trust,” EastWest Institute, 2011. 
http://www.ewi.info/fighting-spam-build-trust . 
16 Rauscher, Karl Frederick and Goldman, Stuart, “Priority International 
Communications – Staying Connected in Times of Crisis, EastWest Institute,” 
2012. http://issuu.com/ewipublications/docs/pic/1. 
17 Rauscher, Karl Frederick and Korotkov, Andrey, Russia-U.S. Bilateral on 
Critical Infrastructure Protection:  “Working Towards Rules for Governing 
Cyber Conflict – Rendering the Geneva and Hague Conventions in 
Cyberspace,” EastWest Institute, 2011. http://www.ewi.info/working-towards-
rules-governing-cyber-conflict. 
18 Rauscher, Karl Frederick, “Reliability of Global Undersea Communications 
Cable Infrastructure (ROGUCCI),” 2010.  www.ieee-rogucci.org. 



The success rate for these “Track φ” initiatives is 
significant.  The value of the 27 recommendations developed 
was confirmed by their uptake by stakeholders such as major 
network operators, industry associations, governments, and 
financial sector institutions. In just a 3-year period, the 
implementation rate reached 52% and the institutionalization 
rate reached 26%, meaning that long-term sustainable adoption 
has occurred.19  These rates are expected to increase as 
additional implementation and institutionalization is expected.   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.  Recommendation Innovation, Implementation and Institutionalization 

[EastWest Institute Worldwide Cybersecurity Initiative]. 

VI. PROPOSED OPTIMIZED TRACKS FOR INTERNATIONAL 
CYBERSECURITY POLICY 

Based on the previous analysis of available entities, their 
relative strengths and weaknesses, and pragmatic acceptance of 
their limitations, it is submitted here that a logical conclusion is 
for each of the available entity types to be utilized.  This is all 
the more important given the gap between technology advance 
and policy development (Fig. 2). 

In order to recognize their equal status as legitimate channels 
for solutions, it is further proposed that each of these options be 
re-designated so as to not infer a superiority or inferiority of 
one over the other.  To this end, the three designations of 
government, business and philanthropy are proposed.  Greek 
letters are used as follows:20 

 
Track κ    (kappa) 
   from κυβέρνηση (kubernesis):   meaning to guide, govern 
– for “government” 
 

                                                             
19 Four recommendations were not applicable for implementation efforts due 
to budget limitations.   
20 A classical language representation is used to avoid an appearance of a 
preference for a specific modern language; something achieved with the Track 
1 and 2 terminology.  

Track ε     (epsilon) 
   from ἐµπορία (emporia):  commerce, trade, business  
– for “business” 
  
Track φ     (phi) 
   from φιλάνθρωπος (philanthropos): the’caring of man’,    
  ‘tender affection for mankind’  
– for “philanthropy” 

 
Table III outlines distinguishing characteristics of these three 

tracks.  It is hoped that these track designations will be used to 
advance much needed international cybersecurity policy 
development and implementation.   

 

TABLE III.  OPTIMIZED DIPLOMACY TRACKING PARADIGM 

Track   κ   ε    φ     
Parties governments businesses philanthropies 

Status* official unofficial unofficial 

Strengths authority 
funding 

expertise 
speed 

funding 

trust 
expertise** 

interests  
speed 

Weaknesses speed 
lack of trust 

interests 
lack of trust funding 

Limitations 
political & 
competitive 

interests 

commercial & 
competitive 

interests 
funding 

    

*the status aspect is less relevant than in Table I 
**when led with world-class expertise 
 
 

VII. CONCLUSION  
This paper has observed that the conventional paradigm of 

Track 1 and Track 2 laterals is insufficient for delivering the 
policy essential for the safety and security of international 
cyberspace, that the gap between technology advances and 
policy deployment calls for a different approach, and that 
analysis of the nature of the problem landscape suggests that a 
neutral entity can make a significant difference for certain 
types of policy. Statistics of policy breakthroughs were 
presented that demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach as 
achieved by a philanthropic, international, apolitical, 
independent ‘think and do tank.’  

The paper concludes with a proposal for international 
cybersecurity policy development and implementation that 
refreshes the conventional Track 1 and Track 2 paradigm with 
a new, optimized architecture for lateral tracks and introduces 
Track κ, Track ε , Track φ for government, business and 
philanthropic initiatives, respectively.  Next steps include 
further clarification on what criteria determine when Track κ, 
Track ε , Track φ can be most effective.   
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